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Adapting Early Childhood Curricula
For Children With Special Needs (8th
Edition)

A practical, activity-based approach to early childhood special education built on a foundation of
theory and research.

Â This comprehensive text on early childhood special education

emphasizes a developmental focus over a disability focus. The authors believe that children are
more alike than different in their developmental processes and avoid the negative impact of labeling
children with disability categorical names. The authors have produced a book that offers educators
a practical and effective guide to finding learning opportunities within daily curriculum activities and
routine. The current edition maintains the focus on inclusive, family-centered, real-world approaches
that are also theoretically based. The text also provides ample detail related to specific intervention
strategies that enhance teachersâ€™ ability to work with young children with special needs and their
families.Â Readable and practical, the illustrations of techniques and strategies throughout make
this text a valuable resource long after students leave their formal education.
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It had good content but did not have many real-life practical suggestions for teachers. At the time,
as a college students it was fine because I had to buy it for class but as a resource for a now
teacher - it is not helpful - very textbook.

A lot of info and is well written. You'll learn a lot if you read this book from cover to cover.

It was a required title for an Administration and Supervision Course I needed to take to achieve
Director I status in Massachusetts. It was surprisingly expensive!

Very well formatted book on the basics on working with the Exceptional child and full of a lot of
helpful information. for a textbook it is an easy read.

If you are interested in helping children with disabilities in an an early childhood classroom then read
the book. it will be a great help.

Just the required book I needed to read for my class. Seller provided the right expectation of the
book. I hope it resells as easily!

i just need this for college and my professor gave us alot of homework on it. however it was hard to
find an answer from this book.

cheap and in excellent conditions! I love buying books online and its even better when they are
cheaper and affortable!
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